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backbone ensembles to predict mutant
sequence stability. This approach
enabled the prediction of experimental
stability for training and test set Gb1
sequences.
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Accurate predictions of protein stability have great
potential to accelerate progress in computational
protein design, yet the correlation of predicted
and experimentally determined stabilities remains
a significant challenge. To address this problem,
we have developed a computational framework
based on negative multistate design in which
sequence energy is evaluated in the context of
both native and non-native backbone ensembles.
This framework was validated experimentally with
the design of ten variants of streptococcal protein
G domain b1 that retained the wild-type fold, and
showed a very strong correlation between pre-
dicted and experimental stabilities (R2 = 0.86).
When applied to four different proteins spanning a
range of fold types, similarly strong correlations
were also obtained. Overall, the enhanced predic-
tion accuracies afforded by this method pave the
way for new strategies to facilitate the generation
of proteins with novel functions by computational
protein design.
INTRODUCTION
The ultimate goal of computational protein design (CPD) is the
creation of engineered proteins ‘‘on demand,’’ where a single
amino acid sequence can be predicted that will produce a pro-
tein with specific structural and functional characteristics. Signif-
icant progress toward this goal has been achieved in the past
two decades with the continued development and validation of
CPD methodologies, which have enabled the design of proteins
with novel functions (Kapp et al., 2012; Privett et al., 2012; Siegel
et al., 2010) and folds (Koga et al., 2012; Kuhlman et al., 2003).
However, despite the impressive advances made in CPD, it is
still necessary for libraries of CPD-predicted sequences to be
generated and subjected to resource-intensive experimental
screening to identify functional variants. This is because a signif-
icant proportion of predicted sequences fail to produce a protein
with the targeted properties (Chica et al., 2010; Jiang et al., 2008;
Rothlisberger et al., 2008; Stranges and Kuhlman, 2013), high-
lighting limitations in current CPD approaches that prevent the
routine design of functional proteins.Structure 23, 2011–20One of the principal causes of prediction inaccuracies in CPD
arises from difficulties in discriminating sequences with compro-
mised stability from those that will fold stably into the intended
structure, as seen by the numerous predictions that produce
unfolded species (Allen et al., 2010; Siegel et al., 2010). The
occurrence of a significant number of unfolded variants in the
top-ranked sequences predicted by CPD reflects a long-stand-
ing challenge in the accurate prediction of free energy differences
betweenwild-type andmutant sequences (Allen et al., 2010; Kel-
logg et al., 2011; Yin et al., 2007). This problem is exacerbated by
the fact that it is not yet possible to efficiently compute the abso-
lute free energy of a protein (Grigoryan, 2013), and that accurate
atomistic models of unfolded conformational states are not
routinely accessible. Approximations in CPD simulations, such
as the use of potential energy as a surrogate of free energy
(Boas and Harbury, 2007; Gordon et al., 1999) and amino acid
reference state energies as implicit models of the unfolded state
(Ali et al., 2005; Pokala and Handel, 2005; Renfrew et al., 2012),
havebeenmade towork around thesedifficulties. Although these
approaches have given rise to improvements in prediction accu-
racies, the correlation of protein stabilities predicted by CPD
with experimentally determined values remains a significant chal-
lenge. Directed efforts to improve the correlation between pre-
dicted and experimental stabilities have shown some success,
in particular through optimization of potential energy functions
(Kellogg et al., 2011; Pokala and Handel, 2005), systematic
testing of conformational sampling methodologies (Kellogg
et al., 2011; Yin et al., 2007), and use of alternate input templates
(Howell et al., 2014). However, none of these methods explicitly
considers the unfolded state, resulting in the omission of critical
information that comes from the energy contribution of the
unfolded state ensemble in calculations of protein stability. In
addition, none of these methods have yet been validated for sta-
bility predictions in newly designed proteins. These limitations
highlight the need for the development of more general CPD
methodologies that can accurately predict protein stability for
any type of protein fold and target function.
Herein, we develop and validate a generally applicable compu-
tational framework for the prediction of protein stability based on
multistate design (MSD), an emerging methodology in CPD that
enables the explicit consideration of multiple conformational
states during sequence optimization (Davey and Chica, 2012).
Previously, we showed that MSD with backbone ensembles
approximating the native folded state (i.e. positive design)
decreased the number of false-negative predictions by helping
to address the fixed-backbone approximation, but failed to pro-
vide a strong correlation between predicted and experimental21, November 3, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 2011
Figure 1. Multistate Design Methodologies
In multistate design, the stability of sequences
(1, 2, and 3) is evaluated in the context of a
backbone ensemble approximating conforma-
tional flexibility. In positive design (A), a single
backbone ensemble approximating the native
folded state (positive state) is used to compute
sequence fitness values, in this case the Boltz-
mann-weighted average of energies on individual
backbones included in the ensemble. Sequence
stability (arrow) is computed by comparing fitness
values with respect to a reference value, typically
represented as either an arbitrarily fixed energy
value (as shown) or a composition-dependent
value derived from implicit amino acid reference
energies. In contrast, negative design (B) in-
corporates an additional non-native backbone
ensemble intended to approximate the unfolded
state (negative state). In this case, fitness values
are computed for each sequence on both the
positive and negative states, and their difference
corresponds to predicted stability. We hypothe-
size that incorporation of a non-native ensemble
in negative design will lead to correlation of
predicted and experimental stabilities, which is
not the case in positive design.stabilities (Davey and Chica, 2014). To improve the accuracy of
stability predictions by CPD, we developed a general strategy
based on negative design, a procedure whereby sequence en-
ergy is evaluated in the context of both native and non-native
backbone ensembles intended to approximate the folded (posi-
tive) and unfolded (negative) states. Because the unfolded state
is structurally heterogeneous anddynamic, the structural features
of the unfolded state that are important for calculating protein
stabilities are unknown. Therefore, several atomistic models of
non-native states were prepared in silico, and a training set of
sequences was used to identify ensembles that could be utilized
as a reference state for stability predictions in CPD. Using
our negative design approach, we identified an ensemble pair
capable of correlating calculated and experimental stabilities for
a training set of streptococcal protein G domain b1 (Gb1) mutant
sequences with an R2 of 0.82 when used in negative design, a
substantial improvement over positive design (R2 = 0.42). To vali-
date our computational framework, we designed ten newmutant
sequences, all of which were found to adopt the Gb1 structure
with stabilities comparable with those of the wild-type protein.
Most impressively, correlation of predicted and experimental
stabilities was maintained, with R2 = 0.83. We then extended
our framework to the recapitulation of sequence stability for four
alternate protein folds, and showed that negative design provides
improvedaccuracyoverpositivedesign inall cases.Toourknowl-
edge, this study represents the first successful application of
negative design with native and non-native backbone ensembles
to thedesignofprotein stability, providingageneral approach that
could be incorporated into a range of CPD strategies.
RESULTS
Hypothesis and Computational Strategy
Our goal was to develop a computational framework to accu-
rately predict the stability of mutant sequences designed with2012 Structure 23, 2011–2021, November 3, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier LtdCPD that would not require fine-tuning of the potential energy
function or comprehensive evaluation of a broad range of
conformational sampling methodologies. In addition, we wanted
a computational framework that would discard unfolded species
from the top-ranked predictions such that only sequences that
adopt the intended fold were included. To this end, we elected
to use MSD to optimize the rotameric configuration of mutant
sequences on ensembles of fixed-backbone templates using
a physics-based potential energy function (Mayo et al., 1990).
Previously, we showed that MSD employed in a positive design
approach improves the quality of predicted sequences by using
ensembles approximating conformational flexibility as input tem-
plates, but fails to correlate predicted with experimental stabil-
ities of proteins (Figure 1A) (Davey andChica, 2014). Here, we hy-
pothesized that MSD using a negative design approach whereby
sequences are evaluated in the context of both an ensemble
approximating the native folded state and an ensemble approxi-
mating a high-energy but accessible non-native state would
result in improvedcorrelation (Figure 1B) and fewer unfolded spe-
cies comparedwithMSDused in positive design. Our hypothesis
is based on previous observations whereby MSDwith backbone
ensembles closely resembling the crystal structure and having
low potential energy (i.e. on-target ensembles) gave rise to top-
ranked predictions enriched in stably folded proteins, whereas
MSD with backbone ensembles having low structural similarity
to the crystal structure and high potential energy (i.e. off-target
ensembles) produced top-ranked predictions containing protein
sequences that were largely unfolded (Allen et al., 2010; Davey
and Chica, 2014). Based on the scoring behavior of off-target
ensembles, we postulated that they could serve as useful refer-
ence states in negative design, helping to discard unfolded se-
quences, as these would be scored more favorably on off-target
than on on-target ensembles.
In our computational framework, MSD is used to compute the
fitness of sequences in the context of native (positive state) andAll rights reserved
Figure 2. Gb1 Backbone Ensembles
Superimposed members of the PertMin, Backrub, and molecular dynamics
(MD) ensembles (MD100K, MD500K, and MD1000K) are shown in cartoon
representations. The number of energy minimization steps (PertMin ensem-
bles) or duration of MD simulation in picoseconds (MD ensembles) are indi-
cated as subscripts. Backbones are colored according to their secondary
structural elements: a helices, b strands, turns, and undefined secondary
structures are colored red, yellow, blue, and white, respectively. The Backrub
ensemble comprises 50 individual backbones, whereas all other ensembles
comprise 64.
Table 1. Experimental andCalculated Stabilities for Gb1 Training
Set Sequences
Sequence Regression Cm
b (M)
ID
Mutations from
Wild-Type Cm
a (M)
Positive
Design (%)
Negative
Design (%)
1 Y3F/L7I/V39I 2.98 2.78 (7)c 2.84 (5)
2 Y3F/L7I/V39L/V54I 2.66 2.43 (9) 2.74 (3)
3 Y3F/L7V/V39I 2.63 2.52 (4) 2.49 (5)
4 Y3F/L7I 2.67 2.58 (3) 2.68 (0)
5 Y3F/L7I/V39I/V54I 2.85 2.41 (15) 2.72 (5)
6 Y3F/L7I/V39L 2.43 2.65 (9) 2.57 (6)
7 Y3F/L7V/V39I/V54I 2.47 2.14 (13) 2.33 (6)
8 Y3F/L7V/V39L/V54I 2.44 2.18 (11) 2.40 (2)
9 Y3F/V39I 2.40 2.57 (7) 2.57 (7)
10 Y3F/L7I/V54I 2.47 2.34 (5) 2.43 (2)
11 Y3F 2.35 2.43 (3) 2.15 (9)
12 Y3F/L7V 2.23 2.33 (4) 2.34 (5)
13 Y3F/L7V/V39L 2.13 2.40 (13) 2.24 (5)
14 Y3F/V39L/V54I 2.04 2.02 (1) 1.91 (6)
15 Y3F/L7V/V54I 2.06 2.07 (0) 2.11 (2)
16 Y3F/V39I/V54I 1.98 2.17 (10) 2.19 (11)
17 Y3F/V39L 2.01 2.34 (16) 1.88 (6)
18 Y3F/V54I 1.84 2.27 (23) 2.04 (11)
aExperimental stability retrieved from Allen et al. (2010) and reported
as the concentration of guanidinium chloride at the midpoint of denatur-
ation (Cm).
bRegression stability reported for linear regression using positive design
with the PertMin50 ensemble andmultiple linear regression using negative
design with the PertMin50 and MD1000K6.4 ensembles.
cNumbers in parentheses indicate the percent difference between re-
gressed and experimental Cm values.non-native (negative state) ensembles. Fitness values are
computed as the Boltzmann-weighted average energy (T = 300
K) for each sequence across individual members of an
ensemble, reflecting how well each sequence stabilizes each
ensemble. These fitness values are then converted to stability
units, reported asCm values (i.e. the concentration of denaturant
at the midpoint of denaturation) using multiple linear regression
against a training set of known values. In positive design, a single
energy value for each sequence computed from the positive
state is used in regression, whereas in negative design two en-
ergy values for each sequence derived from positive and nega-
tive states are used. In this way, regression provides coefficients
(a and b for sequence fitness calculated from the first and
second ensemble used in regression, respectively) and inter-
cepts that are then used to convert energy values intoCm values,
enabling the comparison of predicted and experimental
stabilities.
Training Set Correlation
As a starting point in the development of our computational
framework, we generated a series of backbone ensembles (Fig-
ure 2) using computational methods such as the PertMin (coor-
dinate perturbation followed by energy minimization) protocolStructure 23, 2011–20(Davey and Chica, 2014), Backrub motions (Davis et al., 2006;
Lauck et al., 2010), and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
run at 100, 500, and 1,000 K. These methods were selected
because they enable the generation of on- or off-target ensem-
bles encompassing backbones possessing different structures
and energies (Davey and Chica, 2014). These ensembles served
as input templates in MSD to compute fitness values for a
training set of 18 Gb1 mutants (Table 1). Training set sequences
were selected because (1) they can be favorably scored on on-
target ensembles (Davey and Chica, 2014), (2) they are all folded,
(3) their stability is comparable with that of the wild-type, and (4)
their stability was measured by performing chemical denatur-
ation experiments under identical conditions, providing a consis-
tent set of Cm values (Allen et al., 2010).
Computed fitness values for each training set sequence on
each ensemble (Table S1) were negative, indicating that there
is at least one backbone in each ensemble where these se-
quences can be scored favorably. FollowingMSD,multiple linear
regressionwas applied tomodel the relationship between fitness
and Cm values for the 18 training set sequences using either a
single ensemble or pairs of ensembles in positive or negative
design, respectively (Figure 3 and Supplemental Information
Text). It is important to note that our computational framework21, November 3, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 2013
Figure 3. Correlation of Predicted and
Experimental Stability Using a Variety of
Ensembles
Correlation coefficients (R2) resulting from regres-
sion of fitness values obtained for a training set of
18 Gb1 mutants using a variety of backbone en-
sembles are shown. In positive and negative
design, a single backbone ensemble (state 1) or a
pair of ensembles (states 1 and 2) is used,
respectively. Correlation coefficients are colored
according to their values. Backbone ensembles
are identified as positive (green) or negative (red)
states according to the sign on their coefficient
from multiple linear regression. Ensembles that
behave as positive or negative states are indicated
by plus and minus symbols, respectively. Only
cases where one ensemble is a positive state and
the other is a negative state are considered to be
negative design (+/ or /+). See also Tables S1,
S2, and S3.does not enforce the identity of an ensemble as a positive or
negative state; it is instead determined by the regression.
Thus, analysis of a and b regression coefficients (Table S2) is
necessary to determine whether ensembles are positive or nega-
tive states. For example, ensembles are considered positive
states (Figure 3, green/+) if sequence fitness values obtained
on these ensembles (Table S1) are multiplied by a negative coef-
ficient, which would result in an increase in predicted Cm values.
Conversely, ensembles are considered negative states (Figure 3,
red/) if fitness values obtained on these ensembles are
multiplied by a positive coefficient, resulting in a decrease in pre-
dicted Cm values. Thus, only cases where one ensemble acted
as a positive state and the other as a negative state are consid-
ered negative design and were analyzed further.
In all cases where an on-target (Backrub, PertMin, or MD100K)
and an off-target (MD500K or MD1000K) ensemble are used in
negative design as positive and negative states, respectively,
the correlation coefficient is equal to or greater than that obtained
by positive design. The best correlation between predicted and
experimental Cm was obtained when the PertMin50 ensemble
was used as a positive state in conjunction with the
MD1000K6.4 negative state ensemble (Figures 3 and 4A, R
2 =
0.82), a significant improvement in correlation compared with
positive design (R2 = 0.42). Of note, the regressed Cm values for
amajority of training set sequences are closer to the experimental
values when using negative design with the PertMin50 and
MD1000K6.4 ensembles than when using positive design with
thePertMin50ensemble (Table1),withanaverageerror of approx-2014 Structure 23, 2011–2021, November 3, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reservedimately 5%, a value roughly 2-fold lower
than that obtained with positive design.
The smaller error on predicted Cm and
the significantly improved R2 value ob-
tained by negative design demonstrates
that this approachcan improvecalculation
accuracy, leading to improved correlation
of predicted with experimental stabilities.
Because it is possible that these im-
provements could be due solely to theinclusion of an additional parameter in the regression model,
p values for regression coefficients and F tests were examined
(Table S2). Ensemble pairs consisting of a PertMin50, PertMin150,
Backrub, or MD100K6.4 ensemble (positive state) and an
MD1000K6.4 or MD1000K64 ensemble (negative state) have p
values for their regression coefficients and F tests less than or
equal to 0.05, suggesting that each coefficient provides a statis-
tically significant contribution to the regression. In addition,
not all ensemble pairs lead to enhanced correlation (Figure 3),
demonstrating that these improvements are not due solely to
the inclusion of an additional parameter in the regression model.
Test Set Design and Correlation
To validate our computational framework, we next sought to
design a test set of ten new Gb1 mutant sequences using nega-
tive design (see Experimental Procedures). These mutant se-
quences contain between one and four mutations (Table 2),
including several belonging to the training set as well as two
(F30L and V54A) that were observed exclusively in non-native
folding Gb1 variants (Allen et al., 2010). All test set sequences
were expressed and purified, and their circular dichroism
spectra were found to be similar to that of the wild-type
sequence, suggesting that they all adopt theGb1 fold (Figure 5A).
This was confirmed by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) (Fig-
ure S1) for the sequence that showed the largest difference in its
circular dichroism spectrum (sequence H), with chemical shift in-
dex measurements for the mutant being virtually identical to that
obtained for the wild-type sequence (Figure 5B). Chemical
Figure 4. Prediction of Gb1 Mutant Stabilities by Positive and Nega-
tive Design
(A) Regression by positive and negative design for the 18 training set se-
quences.
(B) Prediction of stability for the ten test set sequences by positive and
negative design using parameters obtained from regression of the training set.
(C) Regression by positive and negative design for the ten test set sequences.
In all cases, regression or predicted Cm values were obtained by applying
equations with regression parameters to the fitness values of each sequence.
See also Figure S1.denaturation assays (Figure 5C) showed that all ten test set se-
quences unfold according to a two-state model and that five of
the ten sequences (Table 1, sequences A, B, C, E, and G) have
Cm values approximately equal to or greater than the wild-type
sequence (Cm = 2.23 ± 0.04 M) while those containing the
F30L and V54A mutations are destabilized.
We next compared the experimental stability of the ten test
set sequences with predicted values using the regression pa-
rameters obtained for the training set using the PertMin50 and
MD1000K6.4 ensembles (Table S2). As expected, negative
design significantly improves correlation with experiment (R2 =
0.83) compared with positive design (R2 = 0.70) (Figure 4B). If
regression analysis is performed with experimental data ob-
tained from just the test set sequences (Figure 4C), the negative
design correlation coefficient is 0.86. The increased accuracy in
predicted Cm values obtained by negative design is maintained,
with approximately 80% of the 28 Gb1 sequences (training and
test sets) having their experimental Cm predicted within an errorStructure 23, 2011–20of 10%, a value significantly higher than that obtained using pos-
itive design (50%, Figure S2). These results further confirm that
negative design provides predictions of protein stability more ac-
curate than those from positive design.
Amino Acid Reference State Models
The results described thus far suggest that off-target ensembles
such as those prepared using high-temperature MD simulations
can serve as useful negative states inMSD. Traditionally, peptide
models have been used in CPD to derive amino acid reference
energies intended to approximate the stability of the unfolded
state (Ali et al., 2005; Busch et al., 2008). Because PHOENIX
(Allen et al., 2010; Chica et al., 2010; Privett et al., 2012), the
CPD suite used here, does not employ reference energies and
instead implicitly considers the energy of the unfolded state to
be constant, we investigated whether use of amino acid refer-
ence energies derived frompentapeptidemodels of the unfolded
state (Table S3) would yield improvements in correlation similar
to those obtained by using fitness values computed on off-target
ensembles. With the exception of negative design using the
MD100K64 andMD100K640 ensembles as positive states, fitness
values for training set sequences derived from pentapeptide
reference energies (Table S1) add to the predicted stability of
sequences (Table S2), indicating that they act as positive states
when used with on- or off-target ensembles in negative design
(Figure 3). These results demonstrate that they cannot be used
to approximate the unfolded state in our computational frame-
work, suggesting that full-length models such as the non-native
backbones included in the MD1000K6.4 ensemble represent a
better computational proxy for this competing state. This obser-
vation is in agreement with results by Pokala and Handel (2005),
who showed that random protein backbone fragments of ten
amino acids or more extracted from hundreds of crystal struc-
tures are better reference states than shorter peptides, presum-
ably because the unfolded state tends to be relatively compact,
with transient sampling of longer-range interactions that may be
better reflected by ensembles that retain some information about
tertiary interactions in the global fold (Meng et al., 2013; Mittag
and Forman-Kay, 2007).
SequenceStability Prediction onAlternateProtein Folds
Having demonstrated that we can design new Gb1 sequences
that fold into the intended structure and improve the correlation
between their predicted and experimental stabilities by using
negative design, we next sought to investigate whether our
computational framework could also be applied to recapitulate
the stability of proteins with alternate folds. Because the Pert-
Min50 and MD1000K6.4 ensembles were the positive and nega-
tive states that yielded the best correlation for Gb1 in negative
design, we proceeded to generate backbone ensembles using
these methods for four additional proteins spanning a range
of fold types (Staphylococcus aureus nuclease, bacteriophage
f1 gene V protein, bacteriophage T4 lysozyme, and barley seed
chymotrypsin inhibitor 2). Using these ensembles (Figure 6),
we computed fitness values for training sets of sequences of
each protein (Table S4) and applied our computational frame-
work to predict their stability. Regression parameters for each
protein are reported in Table S5. Correlation of experimental sta-
bilities with those predicted using either positive or negative21, November 3, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 2015
Table 2. Experimental, Predicted, and Regression Stability Values for Gb1 Test Set Sequences
Sequence Predicted Cm
b (M) Regression Cm
c (M)
ID Mutations from Wild-Type Cm
a (M) Positive Design (%) Negative Design (%) Positive Design (%) Negative Design (%)
A L7I/V39I 2.88 ± 0.03 2.31 (20)d 2.31 (20) 2.50 (13) 2.62 (9)
B L7I/V39L 2.30 ± 0.04 2.18 (5) 2.06 (10) 2.29 (1) 2.31 (1)
C L7I 2.61 ± 0.02 2.11 (19) 2.14 (18) 2.18 (17) 2.53 (3)
D Y3F/L7I/V39I/V54A 1.48 ± 0.02 2.10 (42) 1.85 (25) 2.17 (46) 2.01 (36)
E V39I 2.14 ± 0.06 2.09 (2) 2.02 (6) 2.15 (0) 2.33 (9)
F Y3F/F30L/V39I 1.64 ± 0.02 1.93 (18) 1.50 (8) 1.89 (15) 1.58 (4)
G L7V/V39I 2.31 ± 0.07 2.05 (11) 1.95 (16) 2.08 (10) 2.26 (2)
H Y3F/L7I/F30L/V39I 2.03 ± 0.02 2.15 (6) 1.84 (9) 2.24 (10) 1.95 (4)
I Y3F/L5I/V39L 0.85 ± 0.01 1.19 (40) 0.66 (23) 0.72 (16) 0.88 (4)
J Y3F/F30L 1.60 ± 0.03 1.77 (11) 1.28 (20) 1.64 (3) 1.36 (15)
aConcentration of guanidinium chloride at the midpoint of denaturation.
bPredicted stability calculated by applying regression parameters from the Gb1 training set using positive design with the PertMin50 ensemble and
multiple linear regression using negative design with the PertMin50 and MD1000K6.4 ensembles.
cRegression stability reported for linear regression using positive design with the PertMin50 ensemble and multiple linear regression using negative
design with the PertMin50 and MD1000K6.4 ensembles.
dValues in parentheses indicate the percent difference of predicted or regressed Cm value from experimental Cm.design (Figure 6) shows that in all cases, negative design results
in strong to very strong correlations (R2 = 0.45–0.70 or R = 0.67–
0.84), an improvement over positive design. In addition, in all
cases the PertMin50 and MD1000K6.4 ensembles act as positive
and negative states, respectively. Impressively, correlation coef-
ficients obtained for two of the four proteins (bacteriophage T4
lysozyme and chymotrypsin inhibitor 2) are similar to those
achieved for Gb1 (0.59 and 0.70, respectively), even though we
did not optimize the structure of the positive and negative state
ensembles used as input templates for these proteins in negative
design. These results demonstrate that our computational
framework based on negative design is generally applicable to
proteins of different structural characteristics.
DISCUSSION
The computational framework described here involves the eval-
uation of sequence stability in the context of a variety of native
and non-native ensembles intended to approximate the folded
and unfolded states in a negative design approach. Typically,
negative design aims to identify sequences that stabilize the
positive state while simultaneously destabilizing the negative
state. Because negative design optimizes the energy difference
between the positive and negative states, sequences that maxi-
mize unfavorable interactions such as steric clashes in the nega-
tive state tend to be preferred, leading to inflated energies that
may not be physically meaningful. Although the application of
energy thresholds applied to unfavorable interactions during
optimization can partially alleviate this behavior (Bolon et al.,
2005), the accurate selection of relevant sequences for the nega-
tive state can be difficult. Our computational framework circum-
vents this issue by utilizing MSD in a positive design approach to
identify sequences that stabilize both the positive and the nega-
tive states. In this way, sequence stability is evaluated in our
framework after MSD, resulting in meaningful values that can
be used to identify sequences that aremore stable in the positive
than the negative state instead of focusing on identifying se-2016 Structure 23, 2011–2021, November 3, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltdquences that are highly unstable in the negative state. This
approach, analogous to the ‘‘specificity sweep’’ procedure of
the CLASSY framework (Grigoryan et al., 2009), enables the
identification and rejection of sequences that would be more
stable on the negative state than on the positive state.
With our computational framework, we were able to achieve
correlations between predicted and experimental stabilities
with R2 of up to 0.86 (R = 0.93). To our knowledge, this repre-
sents the first successful application of negative design with
native and non-native backbone ensembles to the design of
protein stability. Several approaches have been developed to
improve the correlation of predicted and experimental stabilities
(Kellogg et al., 2011; Pokala and Handel, 2005; Yin et al., 2007),
but these all involved modification of the potential energy func-
tion to recapitulate previously known experimental data. Unlike
these methods, our computational framework does not require
force-field fine-tuning or systematic evaluation of a broad range
of conformational sampling methodologies. However, as is the
case with these other methods, a limitation of our framework is
that solution of the regression parameters requires a training
set of sequences with known stability. Perhaps the approach
most similar to our work is the backbone drift modeling method
developed by Wilson and coworkers (Howell et al., 2014). Back-
bone drift modeling is a multistate approach to CPD whereby
sequence stability is evaluated on a set of available wild-type
and mutant protein crystal structure templates. In this approach,
the most favorable template to score each sequence is identi-
fied, allowing for a better correlation with its experimentally
measured stability. Using backbone drift modeling in combina-
tion with an optimized scoring function, Wilson and coworkers
were able to achieve a correlation of predicted and experimental
stabilities for a training set of 100mutant sequences of adenylate
kinase with an R2 of 0.89, a significant improvement over the cor-
relation obtained by using a single backbone (R2 = 0.49) (Howell
et al., 2014).
To evaluate whether backbone drift modeling could provide
similar enhancements in correlations using our Gb1 dataset,All rights reserved
Figure 5. Experimental Characterization of
Test Set Sequences
(A) Far-UV circular dichroism spectra of test set
sequences (gray) superimposed on the spectrum
for wild-type Gb1 (black). Test set sequence H
(dotted line) shows the greatest difference in cir-
cular dichroism spectral properties relative to wild-
type, with increased negative ellipticity at 208 nm.
(B) To confirm that variations in circular dichroism
signal for sequence H are not due to significant
structural differences, we calculated NMR chemi-
cal shift indices. As shown, secondary structural
elements are conserved between wild-type Gb1
and sequence H (mutations indicated by aster-
isks), confirming that they adopt the same folded
structure.
(C) Chemical denaturation curves using guanidi-
nium chloride (GuHCl) for test set sequences
(gray) and wild-type Gb1 (black). Unfolding can
be fit to a two-state model for all sequences.
Error bars report the SD for three replicates of
fraction-unfolded measurements at each dena-
turant concentration.
See also Figure S1.we created a positive state ensemble comprising 17 Gb1 back-
bone structures deposited in the PDB and used it to compute
the energy of the 18 training set sequences. In backbone drift
modeling, the energy of a sequence is the most favorable energy
obtained from each of the backbone templates included in the
ensemble. By applying linear regression to the energy values
obtained by backbone drift modeling and the experimental Cm
values, we obtained a correlation of predicted and experimental
stability with an R2 of 0.39, a value significantly lower than that
obtained by Wilson and coworkers (Howell et al., 2014). How-
ever, this correlation coefficient is similar to the one that we
obtained using positive MSD with the PertMin50 ensemble (Fig-
ure 4A, R2 = 0.42), demonstrating that an ensemble prepared
in silico can perform as well in positive MSD as an ensemble
derived from experimental data. When we apply our negative
design approach by using the MD1000K6.4 ensemble in combi-
nation with the PDB ensemble, we significantly improve the cor-
relation to R2 = 0.68, further demonstrating that negative design
leads to improved prediction accuracy without the need for
fine-tuning of energy function or conformational sampling. It is
possible that the lower correlation coefficient that we observe
when we apply backbone drift modeling to Gb1 is caused by
the use of a different protein and ensemble of structures. How-
ever, Wilson and coworkers achieved their stronger correlation
by optimizing the potential energy function and remodeling the
backbone geometry of ensemble members during backbone
drift modeling (Howell et al., 2014). Thus, additional improve-
ments to correlation may be achieved by incorporation of these
procedures into our negative design framework.
The results described above highlight how the successful cor-
relation of predicted and experimental protein stabilities usingStructure 23, 2011–2021, November 3, 2015our computational framework relies on
the use of appropriate native and non-
native ensembles to act as positive and
negative states in negative design. Sincenot all off-target ensembles perform equally as well as negative
states (Figure 3), we were interested in identifying structural fea-
tures thatmay be important for non-native ensembles to serve as
useful reference states in negative design. Thus, we calculated
the backbone root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) to crystal
structure, the solvent-accessible surface area, and the second-
ary structure composition for each ensemble (Table 3). As
expected, on-target ensembles of Gb1 (PertMin, Backrub, and
MD100K) have low backbone RMSD from crystal structure
(0.46–0.73 A˚) while off-target ensembles (MD500K and
MD1000K) have significantly increased deviation (1.03–12.6 A˚).
Similarly, on-target ensembles retain a higher percentage of
Gb1 secondary structure (94–99%) than off-target ensembles
(21–88%). These trends are also observed with the four alternate
protein folds (Table 3). Interestingly, negative design with the
PertMin50 positive state ensemble and the MD1000K6.4 or
MD1000K64 negative state ensembles yielded the best correla-
tions, with R2 R 0.80 (Figure 3). However, the MD1000K640
ensemble acted as a positive state when used in conjunction
with the PertMin50 ensemble, resulting in much weaker correla-
tion (R2 = 0.44). Similar results were obtained by using the Back-
rub, PertMin150, and MD100K6.4 ensembles with the three
MD1000K ensembles (Figure 3). Structurally, the MD1000K640
ensemble differs significantly from the other MD1000K ensem-
bles in that it is less compact and more conformationally diverse
(Figure 2), as illustrated by drastically increased solvent-acces-
sible surface area (3725 A˚2 and 6226 ± 350 A˚2 for the crystal
structure and MD1000K640 ensemble, respectively) and back-
bone coordinate deviation (12.6 ± 1.6 A˚ RMSD from crystal
structure), as well as significantly reduced retention of secondary
structure (21% ± 32%). These results, coupled with what weª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 2017
Figure 6. Stability Predictions by Positive
and Negative Design for Proteins of Various
Folds
Sequence stability regressions by positive and
negative design for S. aureus nuclease (A),
bacteriophage f1 gene V protein (B), bacterio-
phage T4 lysozyme (C), and barley seed chymo-
trypsin inhibitor 2 (D). 64-Member backbone
ensembles used as positive and negative states
for each protein are shown in cartoon represen-
tation and are colored according to their second-
ary structural elements: a helices, b strands, turns,
and undefined secondary structures are colored
red, yellow, blue, and white, respectively. See also
Tables S4 and S5.observed with the amino acid reference energies, suggest that
for a negative state to be useful in our negative design framework
it must retain a significant amount of folded structure. This is
likely due to the potential energy function used here, which is
parameterized to score folded protein structures but may be un-
able to accurately compute the energy of a fully unfolded protein.
Nevertheless, structural analysis of the negative state ensem-
bles used here suggests that to be useful as reference states in
our negative design framework, they should meet the following
three criteria: (1) their backbone RMSD from crystal structure
should be greater than 1 A˚ in order to be off-target (Davey and
Chica, 2014), (2) they should have reduced secondary structure
compared with the crystal structure (50%–90%), and (3) they
should have solvent-accessible surface area comparable with
that of the crystal structure to be properly scored by our potential
energy function. Based on these observations, it is unlikely that
our negative state ensembles are accurate atomistic models of
real-world unfolded protein states. Instead, these ensembles
may represent high-energy accessible states that serve as useful
reference states in negative design calculations. Regardless, the
computational framework presented here can be adapted to
screen hypothesized models of the unfolded state, identifying2018 Structure 23, 2011–2021, November 3, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reservedthose that both conform to the ideal
structural characteristics and provide
predicted stabilities in agreement with
experimental data.
Conclusions
We have developed a computational
framework based on negative design
with native and non-native backbone en-
sembles to accurately predict the stability
of protein sequences. To our knowledge,
this represents the first example of
explicit negative design using back-
bone ensembles as negative states. Our
computational framework enables very
strong correlations between experi-
mental and calculated stability for various
fold types. Incorporation of this frame-
work into future design strategies,
focused on the development of novel
protein functions, holds great promisefor the enhancement of prediction accuracies. Ultimately, the ef-
ficiencies gained by more reliable predictions of protein stability
have the potential to reduce the scale of experimental screens
that follow CPD and increase the range of functionalities that
can be designed, taking us one step closer to an age of designer
proteins ‘‘on demand.’’
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Structure Preparation and Ensemble Generation
Backbone ensembles were generated using input coordinates for Gb1
retrieved from the PDB (PDB: 1PGA; Gallagher et al., 1994). Following the
removal of crystallographic water molecules, the PDB: 1PGA structure was
prepared by the addition of hydrogens, solvent (H2O cube of 50 A˚ in length),
and counter-ions (Na+ and Cl) using the Protonate 3D utility (Labute, 2009)
available in the Molecular Operating Environment (MOE) software package
(Chemical Computing Group, 2012). 64-Member PertMin ensembles were
created by truncated Newton energy minimization (Nash, 2000) of the pre-
pared PDB: 1PGA structure subjected to random perturbation of heavy
atom coordinates (±0.001 A˚ in each coordinate axis). Either 50 or 150 minimi-
zation iterations were applied to give two ensembles referred to as PertMin50
and PertMin150, respectively. For generation of MD ensembles, the prepared
PDB: 1PGA structure was first energy minimized by conjugate gradient mini-
mization to a root-mean-square gradient below 0.001 kcal/mol∙A˚. NVT MD
Table 3. Structural Characterization of Native and Non-native Backbone Ensembles
Ensemble RMSDXTAL
b (A˚) Solvent-Accessible Surface Area (A˚2) Retained Secondary Structure (%)
Average Secondary Structure (%)
a Helix b Strand Turn Undefined
Streptococcal Protein G Domain b1
PDB: 1PGAa 3,725 25 43 11 21
PertMin50 0.46 ± 0.02 3,703 ± 25 95 ± 19 30 43 6 21
PertMin150 0.53 ± 0.03 3,673 ± 29 95 ± 20 30 43 5 21
Backrub 0.52 ± 0.10 3,965 ± 71 99 ± 6 25 43 11 21
MD100K6.4 0.73 ± 0.02 3,759 ± 18 96 ± 17 29 43 6 21
MD100K64 0.72 ± 0.02 3,759 ± 21 96 ± 17 29 43 6 21
MD100K640 0.71 ± 0.02 3,764 ± 17 94 ± 19 29 41 6 23
MD500K6.4 1.03 ± 0.08 3,754 ± 34 88 ± 21 26 40 11 23
MD500K64 1.13 ± 0.12 3,747 ± 43 88 ± 20 24 39 13 25
MD500K640 1.21 ± 0.13 3,823 ± 92 87 ± 20 23 40 13 24
MD1000K6.4 1.57 ± 0.25 3,741 ± 54 80 ± 26 23 32 15 30
MD1000K64 2.34 ± 0.55 3,880 ± 120 66 ± 28 14 27 18 41
MD1000K640 12.6 ± 1.6 6,230 ± 350 21 ± 32 7 1 20 72
Staphylococcus aureus Nuclease
PDB: 1STNa 7,932 26 30 18 26
PertMin50 0.50 ± 0.02 7,928 ± 36 95 ± 21 27 28 16 29
MD1000K6.4 2.47 ± 0.09 8,734 ± 104 59 ± 36 12 15 25 48
Bacteriophage f1 Gene V Protein
PDB: 1VQBa 6,552 7 47 7 40
PertMin50 0.53 ± 0.02 6,635 ± 32 99 ± 8 6 45 7 42
MD1000K6.4 3.58 ± 0.08 6,936 ± 137 66 ± 37 2 26 8 64
Bacteriophage T4 Lysozyme
PDB: 2LZMa 8,419 66 9 7 18
PertMin50 0.50 ± 0.02 8,640 ± 41 93 ± 24 59 8 14 18
MD1000K6.4 3.10 ± 0.12 9,574 ± 135 59 ± 34 16 7 31 48
Barley Seed Chymotrypsin Inhibitor 2
PDB: 2CI2a 4,591 22 22 15 42
PertMin50 0.50 ± 0.02 4,588 ± 29 89 ± 31 21 21 15 42
MD1000K6.4 1.86 ± 0.15 4,736 ± 82 69 ± 33 13 13 18 56
aPDB ID of the crystal structures.
bBackbone RMSD from the crystal structure (MOE).simulations (Bond et al., 1999; Sturgeon and Laird, 2000) of 100, 500, or 1,000
K were initiated from the energy-minimized PDB: 1PGA structure. MD trajec-
tories were heated over 10 ps and equilibrated for another 10 ps. This was fol-
lowed by a 6.4-, 64-, or 640-ps production run sampled at 0.1-, 1-, or 10-ps
increments, respectively, to produce sets of three 64-member MD ensembles
for each temperature (100, 500, and 1,000 K). All energy minimization and MD
simulations were performed using the AMBER99 force field (Wang et al., 2000),
with a combined explicit and implicit reaction field solvent model set up using
the MOE software package. In addition to PertMin and MD ensembles, a 50-
member Backrub ensemble was created from the PDB: 1PGA crystal structure
using the default RosettaBackrub protocol (Lauck et al., 2010) made available
on a server from the Kortemme laboratory (https://kortemmelab.ucsf.edu/
backrub/).
PertMin50 and MD1000K6.4 ensembles were also created for four alternate
protein folds (S. aureus nuclease; PDB: 1STN; Hynes and Fox, 1991), bacterio-
phage f1 gene V protein (PDB: 1VQB; Skinner et al., 1994), bacteriophage T4
lysozyme (PDB: 2LZM; Weaver and Matthews, 1987), and barley seed chymo-
trypsin inhibitor 2 (PDB: 2CI2; McPhalen and James, 1987) using the proce-
dures described above with the exception that a water box of 6-A˚ depth
from the protein surface was used with periodic boundary conditions.Structure 23, 2011–20Multistate Computational Protein Design
All CPD calculations were performed with PHOENIX (Allen et al., 2010; Chica
et al., 2010; Privett et al., 2012) using the fast and accurate side-chain topology
and energy refinement (FASTER) algorithm (Allen and Mayo, 2006, 2010) for
sequence optimization. The backbone-dependent Dunbrack rotamer library
with expansions of ±1 SD around c1 and c2 (Dunbrack and Cohen, 1997)
was used to provide side-chain conformations to be threaded onto each
fixed-backbone template. Side-chain rotamers of core residues (positions 3,
5, 7, 30, 34, 52, and 54 according to PDB: 1PGA residue numbering) were opti-
mized on each fixed-backbone template using hydrophobic amino acids (A, V,
L, I, and F) found at these positions in the Gb1 sequences published by Mayo
and coworkers (Allen et al., 2010) as well as the wild-type Y amino acid at po-
sition 3: 3 (Y and F), 5 (A, I, and L), 7 (F, I, L, and V), 30 (F, I, and L), 39 (I, L, and V),
52 (F, I, L, and V), and 54 (A, I, and V). Side-chain rotamers of neighboring res-
idues (positions 20, 26, 34, and 43) were also optimized but their identity was
not allowed to vary. The design sequence space thus consisted of 2,592 Gb1
mutant sequences. Sequences were scored using a potential energy function
consisting of a van der Waals term from the Dreiding II force field with atomic
radii scaled by 0.9 (Mayo et al., 1990), a direction-specific hydrogen-bond term
having a well depth of 8.0 kcal/mol (Dahiyat and Mayo, 1997), an electrostatic21, November 3, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 2019
energy term modeled using Coulomb’s law with a distance-dependent dielec-
tric of 40, and a surface area-based solvation penalty term (Lazaridis and Kar-
plus, 1999; Street and Mayo, 1998). This scoring function does not include the
backbone template energy. Multistate sequence fitness was reported as a
Boltzmann-weighted average at 300 K of the individual energies for each back-
bone from the ensemble. Fitness values of sequences belonging to the Gb1
training set were extracted from the ranked list of scored sequences obtained
as described above.
Computational Design of Gb1 Test Set Sequences
Positive MSD of Gb1 was performed as described above with the PertMin,
Backrub, MD100K, MD500K, and MD1000K ensembles serving as input tem-
plates. Following MSD, the ranked lists of scored sequences obtained from
each ensemble were compared, and all sequences common to all ensembles
with the exception of the MD1000K ensembles were subjected to backbone
drift modeling (Howell et al., 2014) to find the best score (i.e. minimum fitness
value obtained for that sequence on any of the ensembles except the
MD1000K ensembles) for each unique sequence contained within this collec-
tion of common sequences. All sequences were then re-ranked using the
backbone drift modeling score, resulting in a new ranked list of sequences.
The top ten sequences that had not been previously characterized and whose
energy on each ensemble with the exception of the MD1000K ensembles was
both lower than 0 kcal/mol and lower than the energy computed on the
MD1000K ensembles were included in the test set. Selection of test set se-
quences in this manner enabled unbiased evaluation of all potential positive
states.
Pentapeptide Models and Amino Acid Reference Energies
Amino acid reference energies intended to approximate the energetic contri-
bution of the unfolded state to calculated stability were derived from ensem-
bles created from a capped Gly-Gly-Ala-Gly-Gly pentapeptide model (Ding
et al., 2003). A total of three 64-member pentapeptide ensembles were created
by NVT MD simulations at 300 K in explicit solvent (as described above)
sampled at 0.1-, 1.0-, and 10-ps increments, referred to as Peptide6.4,
Peptide64, and Peptide640, respectively. MSD on the three ensembles was per-
formed as described above by mutating in silico the pentapeptide Ala residue
to all proteinogenic amino acids. Thus, the reference energy for an amino acid
is the Boltzmann-weighted average energy of that mutation in the context of
one of the three pentapeptide ensembles. The application of these reference
energies in negative design involves summing them according to the sequence
identity of Gb1 residues found at positions 3, 5, 7, 20, 26, 30, 34, 39, 43, 52, and
54 (numbering based on PDB: 1PGA structure).
Additional methods are provided in the Supplemental Experimental
Procedures.
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